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Abstract: Reclaimed Asphalt Pavement (RAP) has been extensively studied for potential use as
a recycled material in infrastructure construction. There is consensus that utilization of RAP pro-
vides environmental and economic benefits for most projects. However, impacts to engineering
performance are less known, owing to the highly variable nature of RAP sources with different
asphalt pavement mixtures and milling processes, which has limited the adoption of RAP as fill
material in geotechnical infrastructure. This study conducted a comprehensive review of geotech-
nical properties reported for RAP in the experimental literature. The gradation, specific gravity,
density, moisture content, hydraulic conductivity, leaching, shear strength, and creep properties of
different RAP sources are summarized and compared. These geotechnical properties, as well as
recent investigations into the effects of temperature and aggregate mixing, were used to identify the
potential reuse of RAP in highway transportation applications beyond just asphalt mixture design,
such as embankments. Additionally, correlations between gradation properties (Cu, D10, D85), asphalt
content, and the geotechnical properties of maximum dry density, saturated hydraulic conductivity,
and shear strength were identified.
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1. Introduction

Reclaimed Asphalt Pavement (RAP), which is recycled pavement material consist-
ing of coarse aggregates coated by asphalt cement that is generated when asphalt pave-
ments are removed for construction purposes [1], is used worldwide in recycled pavement
mixtures [2–7]. In Europe, RAP use as an aggregate in unbound layers is also significant,
accounting for 17% of RAP use [2]. Generally, a RAP content range in new asphalt mixtures
of 15–30% by weight is common practice, and in the 2019 United States construction season,
the average percentage of RAP used in asphalt mixes was 21.1% [2,3,7]. In the United States,
recycled pavement mixtures containing more than 25% RAP by weight are considered
high-content RAP mixtures, and this practice is generally considered unpractical [2,4,5].
In contrast, in South Africa and Japan, the RAP content in recycled pavement mixtures is
allowable up to 40% and 47% by weight, respectively [2].

Although RAP is commonly used in recycled pavement applications, there is still
substantial excess RAP that is not being utilized. At the end of each construction season,
significant amounts of RAP are left in stockpiles [2–5]. For example, in the 2019 construction
season, an estimated 138 million tons of RAP was stockpiled in the United States [3].
Eventually, when stockpiles become overwhelmed, more RAP will have to be placed in
landfills. Landfilling is costly and can be detrimental to the environment. Therefore, there
has been growth in recent research investigating new and innovative ways to utilize RAP
beyond just pavement applications for highway infrastructure applications.

Although there has been an increase in RAP research around the world, RAP is highly
variable, leading to variability in the geotechnical properties of the material [4,7–9]. The
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variability of RAP highlights the need to synthesize existing data and identify current
knowledge gaps and research needs. Thus, this paper presents a comprehensive literature
review that investigates the geotechnical properties of RAP. By compiling data for the
geotechnical properties of RAP from throughout the world, recommendations on the reuse
of this waste material beyond pavement applications can be made. The engineering prop-
erties of RAP are evaluated to provide recommendations on the use of RAP in alternative
highway transportation infrastructure applications.

2. Background

RAP is created by the grinding or milling of an asphalt roadway to a specific depth,
typically the top 50.8 mm (2 inches) of roadway [1]. The initial roadway milling creates RAP
of variable size and quality, with some RAP particles exceeding 50 mm. The RAP in this
initial state is considered unprocessed. Once roadway milling is complete and unprocessed
RAP is created, RAP can be further processed (i.e., screened, crushed, and ground down)
to the desired gradation envelope. The particle size of RAP is highly dependent upon
the desired use/application of the material [2]. In some applications where large particle
sizes are desirable, it may be acceptable to use unprocessed RAP that has been directly
milled from the roadway. More commonly, however, processed RAP of smaller particle
sizes (typically less than 25 mm) is used [2,8]. Processed RAP is commonly created because
of its frequent application in hot and cold recycled asphalt mixes [1]. Figure 1 compares
processed RAP to unprocessed RAP and Figure 2 provides a flowchart summarizing the
process of creating RAP.
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Research interest in RAP reuse has grown over the past three decades. Numerous
experimental studies have focused on measuring and evaluating the engineering properties
of RAP (e.g., see Table 1). As shown in Table 1, much of the existing literature on RAP is in
reference to the further processed, smaller particle-sized material. Although processed RAP
has been extensively studied by researchers worldwide, the properties such as the gradation,
maximum dry density/optimum moisture content, hydraulic conductivity, and leaching of
RAP can vary based on location because of the make-up of the initial asphalt pavement
mixtures, the milling process, the use over a lifetime, and the stockpile management of the
material [8,10]. For example, in Mijic et al. [11], RAP from seven highways in Maryland was
evaluated, and it was found that there was variability within the same state between the
distribution of fines, sand, and gravel, the maximum dry density, the saturated hydraulic
conductivity, and the concentrations of chemicals that leached out of RAP.

Because of the challenges associated with the reuse of RAP, such as excessive creep,
researchers have also investigated options to improve RAP’s engineering properties. For
example, research into mixing RAP with other aggregate materials such as sand and gravel
has been conducted [12–18]. Furthermore, the effects of elevated temperatures on RAP’s
engineering behavior have been investigated [18–21]. RAP research has primarily focused
on processed RAP; thus, future research on unprocessed RAP is needed to identify how the
variability could lead to different conclusions.

Table 1 shows a compilation of studies used to evaluate the differences present in RAP
properties throughout the world. Additionally, correlations between the asphalt content,
the gradation properties of coefficient of uniformity and grain size diameters (D10, D85),
and the engineering properties of maximum dry density, saturated hydraulic conductivity,
and shear strength were identified and will be discussed.
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Table 1. Studies considered in this literature review, organized by the RAP geotechnical properties that were reported.

Source Location RAP Type Gradation Specific Gravity MDD/OMC Hydraulic Conductivity Leaching Shear Strength Creep

[8] Texas Processed X

[9] Texas Not Reported X

[10] China Processed X

[11,22,23] Maryland Processed X X X X X

[12–14,24,25] Florida Processed a X X X X X X X

[15] Egypt Processed X X

[16] Iraq Processed X X

[17] Pennsylvania Processed X X X X X X

[18] Illinois Processed c X X X X X

[19–21] Wisconsin Processed X X X

[26–29] Texas Processed a X X X X X X

[30] New Jersey Processed X X

[31] Utah Processed X X X

[32] Australia Processed X X X X

[33] Wisconsin Processed X X

[34] Egypt Processed X X X X X

[35] Jordan Unprocessed X X X X

[36] Singapore Processed b X X X X X

[37] Multiple e Not Reported X X X X

[38] Colorado Processed X X X

[39] Multiple e Not Reported X

[40] Minnesota Not Reported X

[41] Florida Not Reported X

[42] California Processed X X X

[43] China Processed X X
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Table 1. Cont.

Source Location RAP Type Gradation Specific Gravity MDD/OMC Hydraulic Conductivity Leaching Shear Strength Creep

[44] Kansas Processed X X X X

[45] Florida Not Reported X

[46] Iran Processed X X X

[47] France Not Reported X

[48] Denmark Not Reported X

[49] Sweden Not Reported X

[50] Multiple d Processed X X

[51] Pennsylvania Processed X

[52,53] New Jersey Processed X X
a. Initial RAP was processed to be coarse-grained (≥25 mm), but a finer, well-graded reference gradation was created for laboratory testing. b. RAP was processed; however, fractionating
occurred, which created both a uniform coarse gradation and a uniform fine gradation. c. Initial RAP was unprocessed, but scalping RAP was conducted for laboratory testing. d. RAP
sources from Ohio, Wisconsin, California, New Jersey, Colorado, and Wisconsin. e. RAP sources from Maryland, France, New Jersey, Denmark, Sweden, Minnesota, and Florida.
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3. Geotechnical Properties Reported for RAP in Literature

The geotechnical properties of RAP are critical to resilient infrastructure design under
varying conditions. This literature review evaluates the gradation, specific gravity, density
and moisture content, hydraulic conductivity, leaching, shear strength, and creep properties
of RAP.

3.1. Gradation

The gradation of RAP is used to identify key characteristics such as percentage of
fines, various grain size diameters (D60, D30, D10), the coefficient of curvature (Cc), and the
coefficient of uniformity (Cu). These properties provide an indication of expected material
performance in engineering applications and the properties help to identify trends between
different sources of materials. The gradation of RAP is highly dependent upon how the
RAP was processed. RAP is milled to different particle sizes based on its desired uses.
Because of the frequent use of RAP in asphalt mixtures, the most common gradation of RAP
follows the requirement set forth by the specific mixture design. Generally, the maximum
allowable aggregate size is 50 mm, with most RAP gradations being 25 mm or less in
particle size [1].

Based on the review of the literature, the gradation curves of the RAP investigated in
Table 1 fell within a similar gradation band and had similar classifications. The particle size
distribution curves from the studies evaluated are shown in Figure 3. From the literature
studies that evaluated the gradation of RAP, nine of the most comprehensive studies were
compiled in Table 2 to identify the common properties of RAP. These nine studies found
RAP to be a non-plastic material that had a very small percentage of fines ranging from 0%
to 6% for the dry sieve method. As shown in Table 2, RAP is typically classified as either
well-graded sand (SW) or well-graded gravel (GW), based on the Unified Soil Classification
System (USCS) and A-1-a material using the AASHTO system [11,12,17,26,30–34].

For the studies in Figure 3, it was found that there was no consistent maximum particle
size between studies. This indicates that RAP gradation varies within the United States
and throughout the world, and that the variation is most likely caused by the different
milling processes. Although the studies identified different maximum particle sizes, the
general shape of the gradation curves were similar. The majority of the studies in Figure 3
(30 out of 33 datasets) showed a relatively well-graded gradation curve with very little fines
present. The RAP used in Abedalqadar et al. [35] was unprocessed; therefore, its gradation
curve was uniformly graded and it varied from the other studies. Rahardjo et al. [36]
used processed RAP; however, the processing procedure created two types of RAP; one
being uniformly fine-grained (R1) and the other being uniformly coarse-grained (R2). This
resulted in the uniformly coarse-grained RAP having a gradation curve that varied from
the other studies, and this was because uniformly graded RAP is not preferable because of
its lower compaction ability when compared to well-graded RAP.

3.2. Specific Gravity

Similar to gradation, the specific gravity of RAP shows variability across different
studies, which is most likely caused by different milling processes. It was found that RAP
has a lower specific gravity than typical coarse-grained aggregate materials, and values
from seven of the most comprehensive studies are provided in Table 2. Overall, the range
of specific gravity values of RAP from the literature evaluated was 2.17 to 2.63, with an
average value of 2.41. This value is lower than the typical assumed values of 2.65–2.70 for
soils and aggregates [20]. The lower value for RAP suggests that the asphalt binder coating
the aggregate inhibits the ability for water to be absorbed in the aggregate pours, resulting
in a smaller calculated specific gravity [27]. Although RAP does have a lower specific
gravity than common aggregate materials, it is likely that specific gravity will not be the
determining factor for the ability to reuse RAP in new highway transportation applications.
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Table 2. Summary of geotechnical properties of RAP reported in nine experimental studies.

Parameter [11] [12] [17] [26] [30] [31] (R2) [32] [33] [34]

Max Size (mm) n/a 37.5 12.5 37.5 12.5 19 25 n/a 25.4

Percent Fines
(Dry Sieve) 0.13 to 1.83 0 0.7 0 0.1 0 3 6.0 1.0

Percent Fines
(Soil Wash) n/a n/a 1.7 n/a n/a 0.5 0.99 to 17.1 n/a n/a

D60 (mm) a n/a 7 4.8 9.6 5.7 5 5.4 5.9 8

D30 (mm) b n/a 1.5 1.9 4.2 1.9 1.8 1.6 1.9 3.5

D10 (mm) c n/a 0.33 0.52 1.2 0.51 0.5 0.23 0.24 0.85

Cc
d 1.03 to 1.79 0.97 1.4 1.53 1.22 1.3 2.06 2.5 1.80

Cu
e 5.6 to 14.0 21.2 9.8 8.0 10.9 10.0 23.5 25.6 9.4

Liquid Limit NP NP NP NP NP NP NP NP NP

Plastic Limit NP NP NP NP NP NP NP NP NP

USCS Classification SW GW SW GW SW SW SW GW/GP GW

AASHTO Classification A-1-a A-1-a A-3-a A-1-a A-1-a A-1-a A-1-a A-1-a A-1-a

Specific Gravity 2.35 2.19 2.62 2.33 n/a 2.47 2.28 to 2.77 n/a 2.24

Maximum Dry Density
(kg/m3) 1753.9 to 1996.8 1888.6 2047.2 1874.1 n/a 1846.9 n/a 2037.4 1988.9

Optimum Moisture
Content (%) 5.7 to 8.2 8.0 7.8 3.0 n/a 5.8 n/a 8.0 6.0

Saturated Hydraulic
Conductivity (cm/s)

6.3 × 10−3 to
1.6 × 10−2 2.0 × 10−4 1.7 × 10−3 0.5 × 10−3 to

4.0 × 10−3 6.0 × 10−3 n/a n/a 3.5 × 10−5 3.3 × 10−2

a. A total of 60% of soil particles are finer than this size. b. A total of 30% of soil particles are finer than this size. c. A total of 10% of soil particles are finer than this size. d. Coefficient of

curvature; Cc =
(D30)

2

(D60)(D10)
. e. Uniformity coefficient; Cu = D60

D10
.
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3.3. Maximum Dry Density and Optimum Moisture Content

To determine the maximum dry density (MDD) and optimum moisture content (OMC)
of RAP, the most common laboratory compaction test from the literature was the modified
proctor test, with very few studies utilizing the standard proctor or other compaction
methods. Additionally, it is also common to test compaction in the field using a nuclear
gauge test. Because of the hydrogen content in the asphalt binder, nuclear gauge tests
are not accurate, and they result in higher maximum dry density values than the values
obtained in laboratory testing [18,26,53].

The MDD values from the literature using the modified proctor method ranged from
1847 kg/m3 to 2158 kg/m3, with the average being 2013 kg/m3, and the OMC values
ranged from 4% to 9%. Mijic et al. [11] and Wen et al. [18] were the only studies to utilize
the standard Proctor method, and the MDDs from these studies ranged from 1754 kg/m3

to 1997 kg/m3, with the average being 1905 kg/m3. The OMCs ranged from 6% to
9% [11,18]. The MDD results from seven comprehensive studies are summarized in Table 2.
Compaction results indicate that RAP has a relatively flat compaction curve, and this is
common for coarse-grained soils because of their high drainage capabilities [22,28].

Additionally, the generation of fines after compaction is an important characteristic
to evaluate. Low particle breakage characteristics is critical in embankment and backfill
applications because both applications require high drainage to prevent the build-up
of particles that can cause long term stability issues. If significant amounts of fines are
generated after the compaction of RAP, this would indicate that the material may not be
suitable for embankment and backfill construction. Results from the literature indicate
that there was no significant particle breakage after compaction. In Rathje et al. [26], the
increase in fines content was only 0.6%, which was less than the increase in fines content of
3.6% for other conventional fill materials.

3.4. Hydraulic Conductivity

The milling process and storage methods for RAP impacts the fines content, and
correspondingly, the saturated hydraulic conductivity (ksat). Values of ksat reported in the
literature for RAP ranged from 3.5 × 10−5 cm/s to 1.5 × 10−1 cm/s, with the average value
being 4.1 × 10−2 cm/s [11,12,17,18,23,28,30,32,34,37,38]. This wide range of values can be
attributed to both differences in laboratory testing methods and variability in the RAP
particle sizes. All RAP from the literature except for Arulrajah et al. [32] was classified as
free draining based on the Casagrande and Fadum [54] requirement of a ksat value greater
than or equal to 1.0 × 10−4 cm/s. The results from seven of the literature studies that were
investigated are provided in Table 2.

As previously mentioned, the use of free draining materials is important for embank-
ment and backfill applications to avoid long-term stability issues. In applications where
backfill is being reinforced, such as in an MSE wall, if the backfill is not free draining, there
is corrosion potential for the metallic reinforcements [26]. Based on hydraulic conduc-
tivity information, RAP could be considered a viable option for use in embankment and
backfill applications.

3.5. Leaching

There are environmental concerns regarding the leaching of contaminants from RAP.
Contaminants within the leachate are highly variable, which can be attributed to many
factors. Variability of RAP leachate arises because of the manufacturing of the original
asphalt, the application of RAP, the exposure during its lifespan as a roadway material, and
the RAP storage length [40].

Herrara [40] collected data from eight sources throughout the world that conducted
leaching tests on RAP. The report found that some of the studies detected concentrations
that were above allowable limits set forth by the Washington State Groundwater Quality
Standards [40]. Batch tests from four of the eight studies found metals above Washington’s
allowable limits, with some concentrations slightly above the limit and other concentrations
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well above the limit [9,23,39,55]. These metals consisted of arsenic, manganese, iron, and
selenium. Although the studies did find metal concentrations exceeding Washington’s
allowable limits, the exceedances generally occurred when water first passed through the
RAP, with concentrations decreasing as more water was passed through [40]. The study
concluded that the impact to the environment would be minimal if the RAP leachate was
diluted and if soil assimilation occurred [40].

All metals that were tested in the Herrara [40] study as well as the additional literature
studies were evaluated to determine which pollutants were most frequently tested during
leaching investigations. A total of 11 studies were reviewed, with RAP being tested from
multiple different sources. Table 3 displays the totals from the literature ranked in order
of most to least frequent tested, with bolded metals having exceeded state/federal MCL
standards in at least one study.

Table 3. Chemical properties reported in the experimental RAP literature, and the number of studies
that reported each property. Bolded parameters exceeded allowable limits in some studies.

Property or Species Number of Sources Sources

pH 10 [9,22,23,37,39,41,47–49,55]

Cadmium (Cd) 8 [9,22,23,37,39,41,47,55]

Chromium (Cr) 8 [9,22,23,37,39,41,47,55]

Copper (Cu) 8 [9,22,23,37,39,41,47,55]

Lead (Pb) 8 [9,22,23,37,39,41,47,55]

Nickel (Ni) 8 [9,22,23,37,39,41,47,55]

Zinc (Zn) 8 [9,22,23,37,39,41,47,55]

Barium (Ba) 7 [9,22,23,37,39,41,55]

Aluminium (Al) 6 [9,22,23,37,39,55]

Arsenic (As) 6 [9,22,23,37,39,55]

Manganese (Mn) 6 [9,22,23,37,39,55]

Iron (Fe) 5 [22,23,37,39,55]

Molybdenum (Mo) 5 [9,37,39,47,55]

Silver (Ag) 4 [9,22,37,55]

Beryllium (Be) 3 [9,39,55]

Selenium (Se) 3 [9,23,55]

Antimony (Sb) 2 [9,37]

Magnesium (Mg) 2 [23,37]

Mercury (Hg) 2 [9,47]

Thallium (Tl) 2 [23,55]

Potassium (K) 1 [37]

Silicon (Si) 1 [37]

Based on the literature reviewed, it was found that the leaching of metals does occur;
however, it does not generally occur in levels significantly higher than standards set by the
EPA. If MCLs were exceeded, after a few pore volumes of flow were flushed through the
RAP, the concentration levels dropped below the MCL standards [22]. In both Brantley
and Townsend [41] and Mehta et al. [55], when RAP leachates were permeated through
natural soils, attenuation occurred and the contaminant concentrations dropped below
EPA MCL standards. Mehta et al. [55] concluded that the reuse of RAP as an unbounded
material was allowable in non-acidic environments. Additionally, it was found that the
chemicals that leached out of RAP varied study-by-study. This would indicate that chemical
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composition of RAP is highly dependent on its source, use, and exposure over time. The
literature suggests that RAP does not pose a major leaching threat, and it could be used as
embankment material or fill if it is not placed in locations near sources of water. If RAP is
to be placed near sources of water, natural soils should be utilized along the flow path to
allow for the chemical attenuation of the leachate [41,55].

3.6. Shear Strength

Shear strength is typically evaluated in the laboratory using the direct shear and
triaxial tests. Conventional direct shear devices are typically better suited to materials with
smaller particle sizes, and because of the coarse-grained nature of RAP, triaxial testing has
been more commonly used to evaluate shear strength in the literature.

As shown in Table 4, the results from the literature indicate that RAP has a high
friction angle, which correlates to high shear strength, and most of the literature performed
Consolidated Drained (CD) triaxial tests. In general, the friction angles ranged from
42◦–45◦, with some outliers that were higher and lower [12,17,26,30,32,34,36,42,43]. The
lowest friction angle that was evaluated was 37◦, which was reported in Rathje et al. [26]
and Rahardjo et al. [36]; however, a friction angle of 37◦ is still generally considered
high strength.

Table 4. Shear strength and cohesion values for RAP from literature.

Source Test Friction Angle (◦) Cohesion (kPa)

[12] Consolidated Drained 44 33.8

[17] Consolidated Drained 41 34.5

[26] Consolidated Drained 37 55.2

[30] Not Reported 44.5 17.2

[32] Consolidated Drained 37 53

[34] Unconsolidated Undrained 39 97.9

[36] Consolidated Drained 42 0

[42] Consolidated Drained 52 0

[43] Not Reported 49 126

The values of cohesion had more scatter, with most results showing some
cohesion [12,17,26,30,32,34,36,43]; and Bejarano et al. [42] showing no cohesion. The vari-
ability in cohesion values is likely attributed to the asphalt binder content of the RAP; how-
ever, the values of cohesion from all of the literature studies were considered low [12,26].
Most tests did not display a distinct failure plane but instead it was observed that the
specimens bulged radially during strain [26]. Shear strength and cohesion results from the
literature are shown in Table 3 and a compilation of ranges of deviator stresses versus axial
strain plots are plotted in Figure 4. At lower deviator stresses ranging from 0 to 199 kPa,
the peak deviator stress was attained below 6% axial strain, and when the peak deviator
stress was reached, the stress continually decreased. At higher deviator stresses ranging
from 200 to 350 kPa, the peak deviator stress was attained at 9% axial strain or higher, and
the deviator stress leveled off and did not decrease significantly [12,26,32].
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Figure 4. Deviator stress versus axial strain for RAP from the literature for (a) confining stress of
0–99 kPa, (b) confining stress of 100–199 kPa, and (c) confining stress of 200–350 kPa [12,27,32].

3.7. Creep

RAP has been found in several studies to creep at an excessive rate. In general,
coarse aggregates typically do not display significant creep deformations leading to creep
rupture [12,44]. This, paired with having high shear strength characteristics, make coarse
aggregate materials ideal for fill applications. Although RAP is often found to have a
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relatively high shear strength and it is categorized as a coarse aggregate material, the
presence of asphalt binder on the aggregate increases the materials compressibility, leading
to significant creep deformations over time [21]. This severely impairs RAP’s potential to
be used in fill applications and all the studies evaluated found that the creep of RAP poses
a significant problem [12–14,17–19,21,24,27–29,44–46].

Viyanant [28] conducted CD triaxial tests at various percentages of the maximum
deviator stress in accordance with methods described in Singh and Mitchell [56]. Test-
ing conducted at different deviator stresses is done to achieve an m value which pro-
vides an indication of creep potential. A m value larger than 1.0 indicates that RAP will
reach an asymptotic strain value, whereas a m value less than 1.0 will not achieve an
asymptotic strain value and will experience a creep rupture [28]. The tests performed by
Viyanant et al. [29] found m values ranging from 0.3 to 0.9, with an average m value of 0.7.
The m value identified was less than 1.0, indicating high creep susceptibility. Additionally,
Viyanant et al. [29] observed that 3% axial strain was the limiting percentage of strain before
creep rupture was observed.

Thakur et al. [44] investigated creep using plate loading tests and found that as
the applied vertical stress on RAP was increased from 276 kPa to 552 kPa, the percent
of axial creep strain was increased. Cosentino et al. [13] conducted 100% RAP tests at
41.3 kPa, 82.7 kPa, and 124.1 kPa and found that the axial strains at 82.7 kPa and 124.1 kPa
stresses exceeded the strain limitation of 3% identified by Viyanant et al. [29]. Both studies
concluded that at higher stresses, creep rupture is expected, and applications that experience
high stresses may not be advisable for RAP.

Because RAP is known to creep, different studies have assessed ways to improve upon
RAP’s creep effects. It has been predicted that RAP is temperature dependent because of
its asphalt binder content, with high creep deformations likely at higher temperatures [27].
Yin et al. [21] concluded that if RAP is compacted and consolidated at higher temperatures,
creep deformations are reduced.

Another way to improve upon RAP’s creep is to confine the material or incorpo-
rate geosynthetics into the design. Thakur et al. [44] concluded that RAP crept more
at lower degrees of confinement and incorporating geocell confinement into the design
improved upon the RAP’s creep tendencies. Furthermore, a few studies assessed blend-
ing RAP with other aggregate materials to improve upon its creep behavior [12,13,17,18].
Cosentino et al. [13] found that blending materials improved upon RAP’s 50-year settle-
ment values, with decreasing amounts of RAP corresponding to decreasing settlement.
Additionally, Cosentino et al. [13] estimated 50-year settlement values for a typical 6.1-m
high MSE wall and found that the total creep movement for the wall constructed with 100%
RAP was 70.6 cm. The total creep movement for the same wall constructed with 80% RAP
was reduced to 33 cm.

Based on the literature reviewed, 100% RAP is not recommended for structural fill
applications. However, if certain steps are taken, such as elevated compaction temperatures,
adding confinement/geosynthetic reinforcement, and mixing RAP with other aggregates,
the creep susceptibility can be reduced, and RAP could potentially be used in structural
fill applications.

4. Discussion

The geotechnical properties of RAP that were identified in the literature studies are
useful when evaluating the ability of RAP to be reused in embankment and fill applications.
Correlations between the different geotechnical properties can be used to evaluate the
variability of RAP, and provide recommendations on the reuse of RAP in the applications
of interest.

4.1. Geotechnical Property Correlations

The literature that was reviewed indicated that there is variability in RAP worldwide.
This variability poses issues when using RAP in applications that require specific mate-
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rial properties to meet performance specifications; thus, it can be beneficial to evaluate
correlations between geotechnical index properties and performance metrics. From the
literature reviewed, correlations were identified between gradation properties of Cu, D10,
and D85, and the geotechnical properties of maximum dry density and saturated hydraulic
conductivity (Figures 5 and 6a,b). Additionally, a correlation between friction angle and
the asphalt binder content of RAP was evaluated (Figure 7).
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Figure 5. Maximum dry density (MDD) versus D85 for RAP from the literature [12,15–17,19,27,31,32,34,36,38,44].

The comparison of maximum dry density (MDD) and grain size diameter D85 followed
a linear trend. As shown in Figure 5, when the D85 value of RAP increased, the MDD
values decreased. Higher D85 values correspond to coarser-grained gradations. Larger
particle sizes decrease the material’s ability to pack together because it is harder for large
particles to fill void spaces. This caused RAP’s MDD values to decrease as its gradation
became more coarse-grained.

Correlations between ksat and the coefficient of uniformity (Cu) and the grain size
diameter D10 are shown in Figure 6. In Figure 6a, as RAP becomes more well-graded
(higher Cu), ksat decreases. This was as expected because there is less void space for water
to flow through in a well-graded material, thus decreasing the ability of liquid to flow
through the saturated media. Similarly, when D10 values are larger, there is more void
space within the gradation caused by larger particle sizes being unable to pack together
as tightly, thus increasing the pathways for liquid to flow (Figure 6b). Eventually, as the
D10 values become large enough, water is able to flow freely through the material, and
increasing particle sizes no longer has an effect on the hydraulic conductivity [22].

For shear strength, as observed in Figure 7, there is a strong linear relationship between
the asphalt content of the RAP and the friction angle. The literature showed a positive
trend, with increasing amounts of asphalt binder content corresponding to higher friction
angles [12,17,18,25]. This trend is likely caused by particle shape, with the asphalt binder
creating more angular particles, thus increasing particle locking.

The asphalt binder content of RAP is a commonly evaluated property because the
information is needed for reuse in recycled pavement mixtures. This relationship is useful
because the commonly identified asphalt binder content of RAP can be used to provide
an indication of the material’s shear strength properties without having to run extensive
laboratory tests.
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Figure 6. Saturated hydraulic conductivity (ksat) versus (a) coefficient of uniformity (Cu) and (b) D10
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For material used in embankment and fill applications, high shear strength and high
compaction ability without significant particle breakage to maintain drainage through
the material is required [1]. The correlations provided in Figures 5–7 indicate that when
RAP had higher asphalt contents and smaller particle sizes, RAP displayed adequate
shear strength, and good compaction ability. Although these properties are preferable
characteristics in embankment and fill applications, these properties corresponded to
decreasing hydraulic conductivities, which is not ideal. Although the comparison with
ksat showed that as RAP became more well-graded and had smaller particle sizes, the ksat
values decreased and, in general, RAP was still considered a free draining material. Because
free drainage was maintained even at higher Cu and smaller D10 values, RAP was deemed
acceptable for reuse in embankment and fill applications. Further laboratory study would
be needed to identify threshold Cu and D10 values where the hydraulic conductivity would
no longer be considered free draining.

The ability to evaluate the gradation properties/asphalt content of RAP and to gain
an understanding of material performance without having to perform extensive laboratory
tests would be useful to the geotechnical and construction community. This would mini-
mize the concern over variability by providing a range of gradation properties that would
yield optimal results. Moving forward, further research should focus on strengthening
these correlations, and providing threshold values for gradation properties based on RAP’s
intended application.

4.2. Potential for Reuse for Processed RAP

Based on the geotechnical properties evaluated, processed RAP (particle size less than
25 mm) has the potential to be used in highway transportation infrastructure applications.
If the material is left as-is, with no material adjustment, RAP may not be suitable in all
applications. However, utilizing techniques such as scalping, mixing, temperature, and
confinement, RAP may be suitable in embankment and fill applications.

In embankment and fill applications that have gradation requirements, adjustment of
RAP’s gradation may be necessary. Different milling processes can create RAP of variable
sizes; therefore, it may be necessary to create a consistent gradation. Altering the gradation
of RAP can be achieved through scalping, which involves removing particle sizes that are
not suitable to the application of interest. Furthermore, mixing RAP with other materials
such as sands and gravels can adjust the gradation. The gradation of RAP does not
pose a significant problem for the reuse of RAP because if RAP does not fall within the
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applicable gradation standard for an application, the gradation can easily be adjusted to fit
the specifications.

Studies in Figure 5 found that the maximum dry density of RAP was slightly lower
than commonly used coarse aggregates; however, the MDD values of RAP fell within
the expected range provided by FHWA for RAP use in embankment and fill materials.
Additionally, after compaction, very few fines were generated, indicating particle breakage
is not a concern. The compaction characteristics of RAP make it suitable for embankment
and fill applications, and compaction does not limit RAP’s potential for reuse. Similarly,
all studies except for Arulrajah et al. [32] found that RAP was a free draining material
yielding high ksat values [11,12,17,18,22,23,28,30,32,34,37,38]. High ksat values are suitable
for embankment and fill applications, and because very little fines are generated after
compaction, free drainage will be maintained post-construction.

There are environmental concerns regarding the leaching of RAP. For use in embank-
ment and fill applications, additional measures may be necessary to ensure that the leaching
of contaminants does not occur. Because of the variability of RAP, there are inconsistencies
between what contaminants pose a problem with RAP; thus, prohibiting construction
near water sources or allowing leachate to flow through natural soil may reduce leaching
potential and allow for use in embankment and fill applications [9,12,22,23,39–41,47–50,55].

RAP has high shear strength characteristics similar to other coarse-grained materials,
making it suitable for use in embankment/fill applications. In structural embankment/fill
applications where high stresses are applied, deformations caused by creep are likely to
occur, making RAP an unsuitable material. Aggregate mixtures, geosynthetic reinforcement,
and an increase in construction temperatures during compaction may improve upon creep
susceptibility. Further research on the reduction of creep is necessary to allow for the reuse
of RAP in structural embankment and fill applications.

5. Recent and Future Directions

Recently, researchers have evaluated the effects of elevated temperatures and aggregate
mixing on the properties of RAP. Most notably, the effect that temperature and mixing have
on creep susceptibility has been identified by various studies. Future directions for RAP
research should evaluate the challenges associated with RAP variability, and the differences
between geotechnical properties of unprocessed RAP and processed RAP.

5.1. Temperature Effects

Several studies have investigated the effect of temperature on the properties of
RAP [18–21,35]. RAP is highly sensitive to the effects of temperature because of bitu-
minous binder coating the coarse aggregate [18,20]. A study by Yin et al. [21] evaluated
the effect of thermal conditioning (i.e., elevated temperatures during construction) on
embankment fill and backfill construction. The study found that when RAP was compacted
at elevated temperatures, void space was reduced after construction, which corresponded
to a decrease in strain rate and creep susceptibility. It was concluded that when using RAP
as embankment fill or backfill, the construction activities should take place in the summer
to reduce compressibility, increase strength, and reduce creep [21].

A study by Wen et al. [18] conducted compaction and consolidation tests at varying
temperatures. The study found that as temperature increased from 22 ◦C to 38 ◦C during
compaction, the MDD values increased. It was concluded that this was caused by asphalt
binder being softer and more easily deformed as it was heated [18]. One-dimensional
consolidation tests were conducted on RAP that was compacted at room temperature,
but consolidated at elevated temperatures. The RAP that was consolidated at higher
temperatures exhibited higher settlements because of the softer and more deformable
binder [18]. This would indicate that compacting RAP at higher temperatures improves
upon compaction characteristics, but applying stresses to the RAP at higher temperatures
has the opposite effect.
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5.2. Aggregate Mixing

Many studies have investigated combining RAP with other aggregates to improve
upon its properties [12–18,24]. The most common material that RAP is blended with is
sand. Reports found that mixing RAP with other aggregates altered characteristics such as
gradation, compaction, hydraulic conductivity, strength, and creep. Cosentino et al. [12]
found that the addition of sand improved upon density, bearing strength, and stiffness,
whereas permeability was decreased as the fines content was increased. It was found that an
80% RAP–20% soil mixture provided the best strength properties, maintained an acceptable
hydraulic conductivity, and reduced creep significantly. Studies by Kalpacki et al. [15] and
Mousa and Mousa [16] found that a 50% RAP–50% sand blend provided the highest MDD
and was the ideal RAP-soil mixture for improving upon compaction. The differences in the
ideal mixture percentages from these studies is likely attributed to the variability of RAP.

As previously discussed, RAP is highly susceptible to creep. The literature studies
found that RAP–aggregate mixtures significantly improved upon the creep characteristics
of RAP. As shown in Figure 8, a correlation was developed between the percent of RAP in
RAP-aggregate mixtures, and the maximum axial strain at the conclusion of creep testing.
An exponential relationship showed that as the percent of RAP in the mixture decreased, the
axial strains decreased. This indicated that mixing RAP with aggregate materials is a viable
option toward reducing the creep deformations of RAP. Although it is not recommended
to use 100% RAP in embankment and fill applications, RAP–aggregate mixtures are a
promising solution to allow for RAP’s reuse in these applications.
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Figure 8. Percent of RAP in RAP-aggregate mixtures versus the maximum axial strain achieved at
the conclusion of creep testing [13,17,18].

5.3. Challenges

In the future, certain challenges regarding the use of RAP must be addressed. Studies
by Gao et al. [8] and Zhou et al. [10] concluded that RAP varies significantly by source.
Limiting the variability of RAP is critical because it provides confidence in engineering
design. Understanding material behavior helps to ensure safety and longevity in design.
The variability of RAP poses a challenge moving forward as new applications of RAP reuse
are explored. Developing guidelines and standards for the stockpiling, processing, and
geotechnical properties would be beneficial in the future to limit the inconsistency of RAP.

An additional challenge associated with the reuse of RAP is the lack of literature on
unprocessed RAP. The overwhelming majority of studies in the literature have evaluated
processed RAP because of its commonality in recycled asphalt mixtures. The processing
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procedure most likely alters some of the properties of RAP; therefore, it is likely that
unprocessed RAP may behave differently than processed RAP. Additionally, the larger
particle-sizes of unprocessed RAP are difficult to evaluate in the laboratory. In applications
where unprocessed RAP may be suitable, it is critical that further research is conducted on
how unprocessed RAP’s properties vary from processed RAP.

6. Conclusions

Several conclusions can be made from the literature that was reviewed. These conclu-
sions are important because they may guide future RAP research programs and establish
the properties of RAP that may be limiting the use of RAP in embankment and fill applica-
tions. RAP from the literature either fell within the required gradations set forth by various
governing bodies such as US Departments of Transportation, US Departments of Environ-
mental Protection, US Army Corp of Engineers, etc., or with gradation adjustment would
meet the requirements necessary for the application. Scalping RAP or combining RAP
with other aggregate materials would be a simple and cost-effective solution to adjust RAP
gradations to be within the allowable limits for use in embankment and fill applications.
Additionally, correlations between the gradation properties of Cu, D10, and D85, and the
geotechnical properties of MDD and ksat were identified. Utilizing the correlations would
minimize the concern over variability by providing a range of gradation properties that
would yield optimal results. Moving forward, further research should focus on strengthen-
ing these correlations, and providing threshold values for the gradation properties based
on its intended application.

RAP has a lower specific gravity than typical aggregate materials. The range of specific
gravity values of RAP from the literature examined was 2.17 to 2.63, with an average value
of 2.41. These values are lower than the typical assumed values of 2.65–2.70 for soils
and aggregates. The lower specific gravity value for RAP is most likely caused by the
bitumen coating around the aggregate; however, lower specific gravity values do not seem
to significantly impact the use of RAP in embankment/fill applications.

RAP has a relatively flat compaction curve, which is common for coarse-grained
materials. The MDDs from the literature using the modified proctor method ranged from
1743 kg/m3 to 2147 kg/m3, with an average of 1960 kg/m3. The OMC ranged from 3% to
9%. Both the MDD and OMC values fall within the typical RAP property range provided
by the FHWA (2016). It was also found that no significant particle breakage was observed
after compaction. This allows for free drainage to be maintained within the compacted
RAP, making it suitable for embankment and fill applications.

RAP has high ksat values ranging from 3.5 × 10−5 cm/s to 1.5 × 10−1 cm/s, which
corresponds to high drainage capabilities. Embankment and backfill applications require
free drainage to prevent the buildup of pressure. The high hydraulic conductivity of RAP
makes it a good candidate for use in these applications.

The literature suggests that RAP does not pose a major leaching threat; however, a
few studies found that RAP leached metals over the required MCLs set by the EPA. When
this occurred, the metal concentrations quickly dropped below the MCLs after a few pore
volumes of flow or after the leachate was run through soil. Because of this, it is possible
that RAP could be used as embankment or fill material if it is not placed in locations near
sources of water. If RAP is to be placed near sources of water, natural soils should be
utilized along the flow path to allow for the chemical attenuation of the leachate.

The results from the literature indicate that RAP has a high friction angle, which
corresponds to high shear strength. High shear strength is common for coarse-grained
materials. Most of the literature performed CD triaxial tests, and the friction angles ranged
from 42◦–45◦ with a few outliers. The high shear strength properties of RAP indicate that it
could be used in embankment or fill applications.

RAP is likely to pose problems associated with creep. The low m values of RAP found
in the literature suggest that RAP is highly susceptible to creep. Without modification,
RAP is not suggested to be used in structural fill applications. Adjustments to RAP such as
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mixing with soil, adding geosynthetic reinforcement, and increasing temperatures during
construction are possible mitigation measures to reduce the creep in RAP. Further research
is needed on reducing the creep susceptibility of RAP.

Both heating and mixture amendments have been investigated as potentials to enhance
properties of RAP and reduce creep. Elevating the temperature of RAP during compaction
can increase the stiffness and strength of RAP. Additionally, if higher temperatures are
introduced to RAP during the construction phase, strain rates and creep susceptibility are
reduced. If RAP is being used in structural fill applications, it is suggested that construction
activities take place during the summer months. Utilizing RAP-aggregate mixtures would
be beneficial in allowing RAP to meet the gradation requirements for embankment or fill
applications. Mixtures also have been found to improve upon the creep characteristics of
RAP and tend to increase the MDD values.
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